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Abstract—Machine learning has the potential to significantly improve systems, but only

under certain conditions. We describe a taxonomy to help identify whether or not machine

learning should be applied to particular systems problems, and which approaches are

most promising. We believe that this taxonomy can help practitioners and researchers

decide how tomost effectively usemachine learning in their systems, and provide the

community with a framework and vocabulary to discuss different approaches for applying

machine learning in systems.

& MACHINE LEARNING (ML) has transformed

many research areas, from image recognition to

natural language processing. ML has also had a

significant impact on computer systems and

inspired the development of new systems for

designing and training ML models (e.g., Tensor-

Flow), as well as new hardware (e.g., TPUs).

In contrast to such Systems for ML research,

ML for Systems is only now seeing more attention.

While ML has long been used in areas such as

branch prediction, recent work has shown prom-

ising results in caching, compilers, and cluster

scheduling. These advances indicate that ML

could hold the key to improving many areas in

computer systems. However, these successes

hide the fact that ML does not always lead to the

immediate wins that its popularity promises.

Applying ML to systems does not always outper-

form highly tuned non-ML solutions, and even if

ML improves a particular metric, its resource

cost does not always justify the improvement.

This article makes the case that while ML

has the potential to improve systems, it does so

only in certain cases. Furthermore, different ML

techniques are suitable for different problems.

We therefore categorize systems problems and

develop a taxonomy for identifying whether ML

can be applied, and what strategies might be

suitable. We also provide a bibliography1 that

matches existing work to this taxonomy. We

believe that our approach can help practi-

tioners and researchers decide how to most

effectively use ML in their systems and provide

the research community with a framework to

discuss ML for Systems strategies.
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BACKGROUND
“Systems” is a broad term. To ground discus-

sion in a common terminology, we therefore focus

on “system policies.” Given a software or hard-

ware component that makes decisions related to

the execution of computer programs, a system

policy describes how these decisions are made.

Compiler passes, branch predictors and memory

allocators are all examples of system policies.

When we talk about ML for Systems, we therefore

mean “using ML in the implementation of a sys-

tem policy.” Specifically, we focus on supervised

and reinforcement learning (RL); other techni-

ques such as learning-to-learn, transfer learning,

or representation learning have applications in

systems as well,2 but are out of scope for this

taxonomy.

System policies typically fall into four cate-

gories that oftentimes correspond to the

degree to which a system has been optimized.

� An ad hoc policy based on assumptions at

the time of development. Consider an inlin-

ing policy in a compiler: An ad-hoc heuris-

tic could inline all functions with less than

10 instructions.

� An empirically tuned policy that has been

optimized for a set of benchmarks. This is

the type of policy often published in research

papers. For example, such a policy could

consider the call graph and apply carefully

crafted inlining rules, chosen to optimize per-

formance across a set of benchmarks (e.g.,

SPEC).

� A data-driven policy that optimizes towards a

specific target. In contrast to an empirically-

tuned policy that uses benchmarks as a proxy

for the real target, this policy is tuned to the

target itself (e.g., feedback-directed inlining).

� An adaptive data-driven policy that does not

make the same decision for the same target

every time, but adapts online in response to

its own decisions. An example is trace-based

JIT compilers that re-evaluate and revise

inlining decisions over time.

ML is often defined as the ability of a program

to learn from experience. By this definition, data-

driven policies are a form of ML, although poten-

tially a rudimentary one. Most data-driven

policies collect databases of examples and learn

from them, either by exploring a search space

(e.g., autotuners) or by building a lookup table

and using it in future executions (e.g., profile-

guided optimization). However, we typically start

explicitly calling this approach ML only when we

use tools from the ML literature, such as support

vector machines, decision trees, or neural

networks.

What sets ML approaches apart from lookup

tables is that they

can potentially gener-

alize to unseen cases.

An early example is

neural branch predic-

tors. Recently, there

has been an explo-

sion of such techni-

ques, ranging from

learning compiler

optimizations3 to

cluster scheduling.4

Note that a compli-

cated ML technique

is not a necessary

requirement to gener-

alize. For example,

work on index struc-

tures has shown that while it is possible to learn

a key distribution using neural networks, a simi-

lar goal can be achieved by fitting splines to its

cumulative distribution function.5

Note that highly tuned and complex heuris-

tics are similar to data-driven policies. For exam-

ple, compilers have cost models to accurately

predict performance and generalize to unseen

programs, but only recently has this problem

been revisited using modern ML techniques

such as neural networks.6 A corollary is that if a

system has been well-tuned, it can be difficult to

improve the baseline with a learned policy. One

interpretation is that engineers have used a

"real-life version of gradient descent" to move

the system to a local optimum, not unlike what

ML would do. This shows that applying ML to

systems does not represent a fundamental

departure from systems research, but only pro-

vides a new set of tools.

This aspect is often obscured in the discus-

sion of ML for Systems, in part due to the

This article makes the

case that while ML has

the potential to improve

systems, it does so

only in certain cases.

Furthermore, different

ML techniques are

suitable for different

problems. We therefore

categorize systems

problems and develop

a taxonomy for

identifying whether ML

can be applied, and

what strategies might

be suitable.
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popularity of end-to-end learning. Modern ML

techniques can learn very complex behavior,

and it is therefore possible to train models that

learn complex policies end-to-end. We have seen

this approach in areas ranging from RL for

caches, to end-to-end cluster scheduling, to RL

for compilers. While these approaches often

work, they are not always data efficient, con-

sume large amounts of resources, and some-

times do not conclusively outperform strong

baselines. Many problems have a known struc-

ture that can be captured in a handwritten heu-

ristic. However, end-to-end learning has to learn

this structure from scratch and may re-learn

known facts, at the cost of maximizing perfor-

mance on the otherwise intractable part.

We therefore argue that effectively applying

ML to systems requires identifying which part of a

systems policy requires ML, and developing spe-

cificML techniques for this part. This is supported

by the fact that many recent successes of ML for

Systems have focused on specific subproblems

rather than end-to-end learning (e.g., learning-

based index structures, learned cost models6).

Note that these learning techniques were used in

areas that were already data-driven. As such,

there was already an interface for the learning

technique to fit into the conventional portion of

the system, as well as strong baselines. Mean-

while, when learning replaces an end-to-end heu-

ristic, it can be hard to attribute which gains are

due to shifting to a data-driven approach versus

ML. The resulting tradeoff space can be difficult to

reason about, in part because the vocabulary to

discuss thewayML is used is oftenmissing.

CONSTRAINTS AND TRADEOFFS
When considering whether to apply ML, sev-

eral tradeoffs need to be considered: The prob-

lem needs to be well-suited to ML, the

deployment constraints need to allow for ML,

and suitable data needs to be available. We now

discuss these considerations in turn.

Problem Suitability

� Target: System policies have different optimi-

zation metrics (e.g., resource utilization or

the worst case latency). ML can help for

metrics that are difficult to reason about,

while metrics that can be optimized analyti-

cally might be addressed without ML.

� Data-driven baselines: If the main benefit of

ML is to make a heuristic data-driven, simple

data-driven methods should be tried first. In

some cases, this is ML (e.g., because the

input features are too complex), but in

others, a lookup table might yield most of

the benefits. For example, table-based

branch predictors are competitive with ML

approaches.

� High-dimensional input space: If the number

of possible inputs is small, a lookup table can

be used to memorize all predictions instead

of using ML for generalization.

Deployment Constraints

� Latency: ML for Systems differs from areas

such as NLP in its ultralow latency require-

ments. OSs and runtimes often need to make

decisions in micro/nanoseconds, branch pre-

dictors in cycles. In contrast, even small neu-

ral networks often take hundreds of

microseconds and GBRTs take tens of micro-

seconds. More complex models can take tens

of milliseconds. Before applying ML, it is

therefore necessary to identify the latency

requirements—offline policies (e.g., in com-

pilers) are often more latency-tolerant than

online policies (e.g., in schedulers).

� Space/time overheads: Even if prediction

latency is low, models that run often can con-

sume significant resources (CPU/DRAM). In

our case study, we use a model for memory

allocation, with 250 000 allocations/second.

The model takes >100 ms; running it at every

allocation is thus infeasible. To use ML in

such a setting, formulating the problem so

that prediction results can be cached is

crucial.

� Custom hardware: Scenarios where latencies

are large (e.g., compilers) can use GPUs/

TPUs, and hardware policies (e.g., branch

predictors, prefetchers) can have custom

implementations. Other models typically run

on the CPU, which can be inefficient for neu-

ral networks. Compiling and inlining the

model directly into the code can help.

Machine Learning for Systems
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� Risk/robustness/interpretability: Models

sometimes mispredict and systems need to

adapt. The specific use case dictates the

robustness requirements and risk, and many

non-ML systems policies are not 100% robust

themselves. However, many ML models are

opaque, which makes problems more difficult

to track down when they occur. In high-risk

scenarios, it can therefore be required to rely

on interpretable approaches, even if they

yield lower accuracy (e.g., decision trees).

Data Availability

� Privacy/Security: It needs to be ensured that

the data used for learning does not expose

sensitive data (e.g., encryption keys).

� Offline Versus Online Learning: Some policies

learn online (e.g., branch predictors) while

others train offline. For the latter, ML needs

to be integrated into the development and

QA cycle (e.g., is the model deployed with a

new binary or updated dynamically?). Mean-

while, online training can be challenging for

expensive models that require accelerators

to train.

� Distribution Shifts: Models take time to train

and require quality control. ML therefore

introduces challenges in cases where the

output distribution of the policy shifts

quickly. Such cases may require an online

approach.

Applying ML requires trading off these priori-

ties. For example, it is sometimes more impor-

tant to be robust than achieve perfect accuracy.

Even if ML achieves better accuracy on a given

task, it may therefore not be suitable.

TAXONOMY OF ML FOR SYSTEMS
To give researchers and practitioners a

framework to reason about ML for Systems, we

divide ML for Systems problems into five catego-

ries that we believe capture most problems

(they can overlap). We start by classifying exist-

ing work.

� Anomaly detection: Detect when a system

does not behave as expected (e.g., system

failures, security incidents, interference, per-

formance regressions7).

� Forecasting: Predict future behavior of a sys-

tem. This includes program speculation (e.g.,

prefetching and branch prediction), object

lifetime prediction,8 cardinality estimation in

databases, and system or network resource

demand forecasting.

� Extrapolation: Given a policy for a known sub-

set of inputs, extend it to unseen inputs. This

can include classification tasks in schedulers

(e.g., whether a program is scale-up or scale-

out4), cost models in compilers, or selecting

configuration parameters.

� Discovery: Generate a new/better policy.

This includes policies that could not be

handwritten, either because the rules are

too counterintuitive for a human to come

up with (e.g., caching policies identified

through learning) or because they are based

on a large amount of data. Examples include

custom inlining heuristics based on perfor-

mance profiles or data-specific index struc-

tures for databases.

� Optimization: Exploring a potentially large

space to find a good or optimum solution

(e.g., ML for hardware design, autotuners).

The full bibliography is available online.1

Note that all of these use cases can and are

being solved without ML. We argue that this

list represents a hierarchy of how hard it is to

achieve improvements with ML, from easiest

to hardest.

Anomaly Detection

Detecting faults in mechanical and control

systems is one of the traditional uses of AI.

Anomaly detection is an attractive target for ML

because it is often data-driven already: Many

anomaly detectors start from a set of examples

and cluster them to detect outliers. Modern ML

adds new tools, such as autoencoders, where

the reconstruction error measures anomaly.7

Baselines: Simple data-driven baselines

should be tried first (e.g., clustering). If a base-

line is used that is not data-driven, the main lift

from ML might be the result of switching from a

heuristic to a data-driven approach.
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Strategies: The first step is to select input fea-

tures and model their statistical properties.

Before using complex techniques, it is worth try-

ing clustering approaches that show a difference

between normal and anomalous examples. Com-

plex techniques can be appropriate when the

features cannot be readily encoded for cluster-

ing (e.g., if they represent graphs), or if it is

unknown which of a large set of features to use.

In such cases, complex neural networks such as

graph neural networks or recurrent neural net-

works can be appropriate, either used as an

embedding, or in an autoencoder setting.

Forecasting

Most computer systems use some form of

forecasting, either implicitly or explicitly. Any

form of hardware speculation relies on forecast-

ing (e.g., prefetching), and schedulers adjust

resources based on predicting future resource

usage from current/past usage.

Baselines: Because most systems use fore-

casting, it is important to determine whether

these baselines are data-driven or heuristic-

based. If they are not data-driven, prior to creat-

ing a complex ML-based approach, a simpler

data-driven baseline should be tried. In many

cases, the simplest baseline is a lookup table

that maps input features to predictions (e.g.,

branch predictors or inline caches).

Strategies: ML models can provide benefits

over table-based forecasting when generaliza-

tion is required. For example, recent work2 that

learned from application-level features in stor-

age shows that a lookup table approach

degrades over time as previously unseen fea-

tures appear. In such cases, different models can

be applied, from decision trees to neural

networks.

Extrapolation

Most extrapolation in systems is heuristic-

driven and often performs classification. For

example, a scheduler might compare counters

against hard-coded thresholds.

Baselines: Extrapolation should start from a

data-driven baseline. However, as previously

observed, highly tuned heuristics are similar to

data-driven policies and may therefore be appro-

priate baselines as well.

Strategies: Extrapolation strategies are often

problem-specific. Collaborative filtering4 has

been used (e.g., for workload classification), but

supervised learning also works for many areas,

such as predictions based on stack traces8 or

learning memory access patterns.9

Discovery

Discovery is about designing previously

unknown policies, such as new caching strate-

gies.10 There are two variants: Discovering a

new general policy that is intended to be uni-

versally used, and learning a specialized pol-

icy for a particular set of workloads (i.e., data-

driven).

Baselines: Since the goal of discovery is to

find a new algorithm, it should be evaluated in

the same way as existing approaches of the

same (data or nondata-driven) type.

Strategies: A common strategy is RL, where a

policy is learned by exploring different deci-

sions in a simulator or real environment and

updating the policy based on a reward. While

most problems can be framed as RL, it is in

practice harder to train a model using it. Sim-

pler approaches are available: One approach is

to use an expensive method to solve instances

of the problem offline (e.g., SAT/ILP solvers)

and use them as training inputs for imitation

learning.3 Another alternative is to design sev-

eral parameterized subpolicies and learn a pol-

icy that picks the best one (i.e., a bandit-based

approach).

Optimization

In some cases, ML can be used to solve a

static optimization problem (e.g., a complex

scheduling problem). In contrast to discovery,

this approach is not learning a general policy

to solve new problem instances, but is using

ML to explore the search space of a specific

instance.

Baselines: There are many well-known optimi-

zation techniques, including genetic algorithms

and simulated annealing, some of which have

been shown to work in the same areas as ML

(e.g., playing video games11). While ML techni-

ques can be used for optimization (e.g., gradient

descent is a form of optimization), this alone

Machine Learning for Systems
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does not constitute learning and is not necessar-

ily better than alternatives.

When applying ML to an optimization prob-

lem, it is important to identify whether the goal

is to learn a policy that transfers to new problem

instances (i.e., discovery) or whether it is to

solve a standalone instance. While discovery

problems need to be evaluated based on their

zero-shot performance for a previously unseen

example, optimization problems need to be eval-

uated against other optimization techniques,

such as genetic algorithms. Both baseline and

ML approach need to be evaluated with the

same amount of resources.

Strategies: RL has been successfully used in

optimization problems, by learning a policy that

selects the next design decision, combined with

a value function that estimates the quality of a

particular choice. The policy function and value

function can potentially be reused when solving

a new optimization problem, leading to transfer-

ability. It is, however, possible that these func-

tions overfit to a particular optimization

example, so transferability cannot be taken for

granted.

For design spaces that are low-dimensional,

Bayesian optimization frameworks can work

well. It is also important to not dismiss alterna-

tive optimization strategies in favor of ML, par-

ticularly if transferability is not required.

CHOOSING AN ML STRATEGY
We now discuss how to determine whether a

problem is suitable for ML. While major

improvements from ML have been shown in all

five areas, the further we go from “anomaly

detection” to “optimization,” the more a model

has to learn about how the system works, and

the more data/examples are required.

The first step is to check whether the input

features are predictive of the output. For low-

dimensional prediction problems, this can be

done with a lookup table baseline that stores a

prediction for every possible input. For higher

dimensional problems, replaying a run with an

oracle (e.g., in a simulator) is an alternative. This

indicates the headroom.

The next decision is the scope of the learned

system policy. Almost every system could be

framed as an end-to-end RL problem. However,

such a model needs to not only learn the statisti-

cal properties of the data but also everything

about its environment. It can therefore be advan-

tageous to separate the prediction problem from

the rest of the system, to limit the complexity of

the function that needs to be learned. As shown in

the next section, it is sometimes possible to

decompose an end-to-end problem into a super-

vised learning portion and a (traditional) algorith-

mic portion that consumes these predictions.

Alternatively, the latter (reduced) problem may

be solvedwithML itself (e.g., RL).

Once the learning problem has been defined,

an ML technique needs to be chosen. We frame

our recommendations as a decision diagram

(see Figure 1). For each presented ML type, dif-

ferent learning strategies are available. For

example, supervised learning could use neural

networks or decision trees. One important factor

Figure 1. How to decide which ML approach to use.
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is how to deploy a model within a system, based

on resource constraints. Deployment ranges

from compiling a model directly into code to

running the model offline (e.g., at compile time).

The uniqueness of systems problems and their

constraints may necessitate new ML techniques.

CASE STUDY
We demonstrate how the previous insights

apply to recent work on ML for memory allo-

cation.8 The goal of this work was to reduce

fragmentation in Cþþ workloads with huge

(2 MiB) pages and varying memory footprints.

Since Cþþ cannot move objects, long-lived

objects can prevent entire pages from being

released to the OS [see Figure 2(a)], causing

fragmentation. To solve this problem, a mem-

ory allocator needs to reason about object

lifetimes and group objects with similar life-

times together.

This requires the memory allocator to pre-

dict future behavior of the application, which

suggests that this could be a target for ML. The

Figure 2.ML for memory allocation.8 (a) Visualizing memory fragmentation. (b) Reinforcement learning

approach. (c) Imitation learning approach. (d) Decomposed approach using supervised learning and a new

type of memory allocator. (e) Cþþ server workload memory reduction (running against synthetic requests).8

(f) Synthetic memory trace. (g) Final steady-state fragmentation. (h) Allocation/inference latency. (i) ILP solver

scalability.
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allocator represents the following system policy:

Given a sequence of allocation requests (each

with a size and an unknown lifetime), the alloca-

tor needs to place objects in virtual address

space such that the number of live 2 MiB pages

(i.e., pages containing at least one object) is min-

imized. At the time of allocation, we know the

current stack trace and the size of the allocation.

As such, we need to solve a forecasting problem.

Our baseline is TCMalloc, which organizes

objects by size but ignores lifetime. Figure 2(e)

shows used memory and actual memory foot-

print for running a server workload against syn-

thetic inputs. The baseline incurred over 2�
fragmentation (footprint/used) on average, over

4� at low memory usage. Our goal was to reduce

this fragmentation. Since the trace is large (110M

allocations), we also generated a synthetic

driver and baseline that replicates similar behav-

ior with 5000 allocations [see Figure 2(f)].

Reinforcement Learning

This looks like a perfect setup for RL, with a

sequence of decisions (where to place each

object) and a reward function (memory fragmen-

tation). We therefore started collecting traces

and built a simulator to replay these traces,

which would allow an RL policy to learn a good

allocation strategy. However, several constraints

make RL challenging for this scenario. First, the

state space is large and complex, as there are 264

addresses. Furthermore, the number of alloca-

tions is large (millions/min), and rewards are

sparse, creating credit assignment challenges.

We implemented a naive DQN model that

observes the state of all hugepages and picks an

allocation target for our synthetic trace. This

simple model outperformed the baseline, but

needs to run every allocation and takes 2 ms

(TCMalloc’s fast path takes 8.3 ns). Even if opti-

mizations improved this latency by 1000�, this

approach would thus be impractical.

Imitation Learning

Given full allocation traces of a program, the

problem can be solved offline. It reduces to a

two-dimensional packing problem, which can

be solved retroactively using an ILP solver.

Given such a solution, we could train a policy

against it. This yields low fragmentation [see

Figure 2(g)], but the ILP approach does not

scale [see Figure 2(i)], as applications have

>10M allocations/minute (the solver did not

even solve the full synthetic trace). Further-

more, just like with RL, we would need a DQN

that learns from these solutions, and running

such a model every allocation is impractical.

Decomposed Supervised Learning

We tackle these challenges by breaking up

the prediction problem. Instead of learning

object placement end-to-end, we decomposed it

into a supervised learning portion that predicts

(potentially incorrectly) the lifetime of an object

based on its stack trace. We built a new mem-

ory allocation algorithm (LLAMA) that relies on

these predictions and can detect when past pre-

dictions were incorrect. Using this approach,

we can avoid running the model at every alloca-

tion, because results can be cached (we use a

hash table and identify stack traces based on a

cheap fingerprinting mechanism).

Following the rules laid out in this article, we

validated our approach by using it with a lifetime

oracle in the simulator. We then replaced the

oracle with a lookup table, but found that this

table did not generalize across different versions

of an application. We then decided to use an

LSTM neural network that we compiled directly

into the CPU code to maximize performance (a

similar approach could be used for a DQN).

This model is easier to train than RL, because

training is supervised. This also means that train-

ing does not require full traces from entire runs

(like RL or imitation learning). We can instead

sample individual allocations. Even so, running

the LSTM every allocation takes 144 ms and is

therefore impractical [see Figure 2(h)]. However,

since predictions nowdepend only on the current

stack trace and no state, we can cache predic-

tions, bringing the predictions down to �20 ns.

LLAMA reduces steady-state fragmentation by 43%

in Figure 2(e) (up to 78% for other workloads8).

Lessons Learned

This approach shows that while it is often pos-

sible to apply end-to-end learning to anML for Sys-

tems problem, it is not always the best approach.

The successful solution required us to apply the

rules laid out in this article: We moved from an
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empirically-tuned policy (i.e., past memory alloca-

tors) to a data-driven policy. Since a lookup table

alone was not sufficient, we appliedML to learn an

embedding of stack traces, using supervised learn-

ing. The other parts of the problem (selecting how

to allocatememory based on the prediction) were

solved with conventional heuristics that tolerate

mispredictions.

CONCLUSION
ML for Systems is an emerging area. To

maximize its potential, ML needs to be used

in the most effective way and evaluated against

suitable baselines. Meanwhile, systems-specific

requirements such as low latency and large

input/output spaces necessitate systems-

specific innovation

on the ML side. Our

goal is to establish

a framework and

vocabulary to dis-

cuss these alterna-

tives and tradeoffs.

We see this article

and the accompa-

nying bibliography1 as a contribution toward

this discussion and believe that these points are

going to be increasingly important as we are see-

ing more ML for Systems work.
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